A substantial amount of economic activity involves problem solving, yet economics has few, if any, formal models to address how agents of limited abilities find good solutions to difficult problems. In this paper, we construct a model of heterogeneous agents of bounded abilities confronting difficult problems and analyze their individual and collective performance. By heterogeneity, we mean differences in how individuals represent problems internally, their perspectives, and in the algorithms they use to generate solutions, their heuristics. With this model, we find that a collection of bounded but diverse agents can locate optimal solutions to very difficult problems. We can also calculate the marginal benefits to adding additional problem solvers. We find that problem solving firms can exhibit arbitrary returns to scale, that the order that problem solvers are applied to a problem can matter, and that the standard story of decreasing returns to scale is unlikely.
production function was originally an empirical result.
1 Identical workers performing repeated, standard tasks exhibit diminishing marginal products. The implications for markets and general equilibrium theory were theoretically and empirically pleasing: wage equals marginal productivity.
In the modern economy, a minority of people earn their incomes by engaging in the manufacture of goods. More people provide services, process information (Radner 1993 ), solve problems, and work for the government than manufacture goods. And the manufacturing sector shrinks daily. It stands to reason that the canonical general equilibrium model of economic activity might benefit from amending, or at a minimum from a reinterpretation of the foundations. In many cases, the neoclassic model of Arrow-Debreu (1954) , Debreu (1959) and McKenzie (1959) remains an accurate representation, particularly for the provision of services. Information processing, however, appears to differ slightly (Radner and Van Zandt 1995) , although decreasing marginal returns can be established given reasonable assumptions.
To our knowledge, no models exist that analyze the remaining type of firms. Firms that solve problems. Firms that search for cures to diseases, that develop software, that design homes and bridges, that handle legal cases, that produce research, that develop pollution reducing technology, that design welfare policies, that make movies, that design video games, that engineer new drugs. Workers engaging in these activities perform nonstandard tasks and human ingenuity plays an important role in their performance. This observation fundamentally differentiates problem solving from other activities including manufacturing (where workers perform standard tasks), based on which decreasing marginal product of labor is established and many results of the standard economic model, such as wage equals marginal product of labor, are drawn. How applicable are these results to problem solving? To address this question, we need a model of problem solving that takes into account human ingenuity. The model must capture the essence of problem solving and reveal how it differs from other production activities. Second, the model must account for the fact that despite conflicting interests and/or miscommunication, groups and not individuals most often attempt difficult problems. At its core, any such model must include assumptions that explain why groups outperform individuals. This paper represents our attempt to construct such a model.
Any model of problem solving agents must abandon the perfect rationality assumption, lest problem solving becomes trivial, not to mention that the assumption is unrealistic. No one knows how to cure the common cold, let alone fold proteins. The problem solvers must have limited abilities. They must also be allowed to differ in the ways they encode and approach problems. This approach not only allows the capture of individuality but also provides the basis for an explanation of why collective effort by a group can often outperform an individual: by virtue of being different, individuals can improve upon each other's solutions to a problem.
In the formal model, we assume that every solution to the problem can be evaluated and all problem solvers agree on the value. For simplicity, we can interpret the value as the amount of money the solution would sell for in the market. We assume also that the problem is difficult. Agents are unable to simply choose the optimal solution given their limited ability. Instead, they find the best solutions they can. In the model, each problem solver is characterized by a perspective/heuristic pair: a perspective is a problem solver's internal representation of a problem, an encoding; a heuristic is an algorithm, or rule(s) of thumb that a problem solver applies in searching for a solution. The final solution that a problem solver can identify depends on the interplay of her perspective and heuristic. Problem solvers may differ along either dimension or along both.
Though our explicit characterization of agents as perspective/heuristic pairs is new in economics, it is not without foundation. In their book Human Problem Solving, Newell and Simon (1972) studied human problem solving and explicitly modelled the process as following two steps: representation of the problem and then applying a heuristic, although not necessarily only once in the process. Moreover in recent years, many artificial agent models of decision making have been introduced into economics. They can be found in macroeconomics (Sargent 1993) , game theory Lehrer 1993 & 1995) , and political economy (Kollman, Miller, and Page 1993) . Artificial agents have been defined as automata (Rubinstein 1986 and Kalai and Stanford 1988) , perceptrons (Cho 1993) , genetic algorithms (Arifovic 1994 , Miller 1992 , and classifier systems (Marimon, McGrattan, and Sargent 1990) . In these models, agents choose heuristics given a perspective which is chosen by the modeler and is fixed. Our model can be seen as a generalization that contains many of these specific examples.
As mentioned above, one distinction between our model and these artificial agent models is that we allow agents to have different perspectives. Adding this dimension provides a potentially richer description of human capital and may enlarge the scope of diversity in problem solving. Such diversity is our explanation for the prevalence of group problem solving as opposed to individual problem solving. By including the dimension of perspectives, we encompass as much as possible diverse problem solving and at the same time keep in line with the cognitive foundation of human problem solving. The logic of the argument here relies on the crucial assumption that introducing perspectives truly enlarges the set of all different ways of solving a problem compared to if one fixes a perspective and only allows heuristics to vary. However, this assumption is by no means trivial and needs to be justified. In the paper, we explore in great detail a special problem solving model, the binary string model, which has more structure than the general model, and justify this assumption by establishing a number of theorems that rely on the concept of equivalence classes. Two agents belong to the same equivalence class if their distinct perspective/heuristic pairs are indistinguishable in how they locate solutions to a problem. We also establish a lower bound on the number of equivalence classes. The lower bound we find for this more structured environment becomes astronomical as the problem size gets larger. This result indicates the possibility of even greater diversity in problem solving for a less restrictive environment which resonates with our motivation for group problem solving.
Focusing on the carefully constructed binary string model of collective problem solving, we derive two categories of results. The first category of results demonstrates the possibility of collective optimality despite limited individual ability. We find that diversity in either perspectives or heuristics proves sufficient for a collection of agents to locate optimal solutions to a difficult problem. We want to point out here that these findings apply equally well to a collection of agents over a long period of time working on the same problem. Nothing in our analysis requires that the agents make a decision as a group. All of the agents may work in isolation. It is only that they have a collective goal.
The second category of results relies on interpreting our model as representative of problem solving within firms. We calculate the returns to additional workers, the improvement in the value of the best solution brought about by adding a worker and examine their properties. Here, we arrive at some rather interesting conclusions. We prove the possibility of arbitrary returns to additional problem solvers, and that an identical group of problem solvers applied to a problem might exhibit increasing returns or decreasing returns depending upon the order they are hired, even if each agent has "equal problem solving ability". Finally, we derive sufficient conditions for the returns to additional problem solvers to be decreasing. However, as we shall argue, these conditions defy basic economic logic. The agents must sort into problems that confound them. Taken together, our results suggests less regularity in the returns to additional workers for problem solving firms than for other types of firms. Our richer description of human capital in problem solving allows a problem solver's marginal contribution to be context dependent. An agent's marginal product depends upon the relationship between her human capital and those of the other problem solvers.
Before proceeding with our analysis, we should mention several features missing from our model. We ignore asymmetric and imperfect information. Every agent can compute the value of a solution. They all use the same value function. We ignore incentives. This assumption may be problematic given the importance placed on incentive constraints in organizational structure and performance (Milgrom and Roberts 1992) . Relaxing either of these assumptions would allow for differences in values of objects opening the door to preference cycles, agenda manipulation and other difficulties. We ignore communication problems. Solutions can be costlessly and errorlessly communicated to other agents. Finally, we ignore the obvious larger implications of our modelling framework. The findings implicitly critique context free, unidimensional measures of ability. We discuss this delicate issue in a separate paper (Hong and Page 1998) .
We have organized the remainder of this paper in seven parts. In section 2, we provide some data describing the number of problem solving workers in the U.S. economy and we comment on our assumption of diversity in human capital. We find the number of problem solving workers to be substantial -not too different from the number of manufacturing workers at present -and increasing. In section 3, we present a formal mechanistic model of heterogeneous individual problem solvers based upon the perspective/heuristic dichotomy.
2 In section 4, we describe in some detail a special case in which agents rely on the same mathematical language for their perspectives: binary strings, and construct a formal measure of diversity. In section 5, we establish the aforementioned equivalence relationship among perspective/heuristic pairs. In section 6, we prove a fundamental link between diversity among bounded agents and collective optimality. In section 7, we examine the returns to adding problem solvers. We find the possibility of arbitrary returns. We also find that a reordering of agents of "equal ability" can shift the returns to adding problem solvers from increasing to decreasing. We conclude with a discussion of the robustness of our results as well as comments on some related issues including problem solvers who differ in their interpretations of the values of objects, the possibility of miscommunication between problem solvers, and differences between human and computers as problem solvers.
Background
This paper rests on two background assumptions: (1) advanced economies contain a sufficient percentage of people whose work consists of solving problems to warrant creating a separate theoretical apparatus and (2) diverse perspectives and heuristics at least partially explain the benefits of collections of agents to outperform individuals at solving problems. We gather data from the United States to support the first assumption. The second assumption seems noncontroversial. Fresh perspectives and new ideas provide the basis for many improvements in problem solving contexts. We cite some recent studies and elaborate further on this intuition.
Problem Solvers: The Data
Calculating the percentage of workers who should be classified as problem solvers is a difficult task, so before entering into a micro-level discussion of job classifications, we begin by reporting some aggregate statistics which strongly support our first assumption. While it is true that in the 1950's when general equilibrium models were developed, the U.S. economy was nearly one half manufacturing, at present less than one-fifth of the U.S. economy is classified as manufacturing. In fact, more people currently work for state, local, and federal governments than work for manufacturing firms. Most workers either provide services, process information, or solve problems. Blurry lines distinguish these three classifications, so assigning workers to each requires great care. Radner (1992) has estimated that up to forty percent of U.S. workers are information processors, but his estimate includes workers one could classify equally well as problem solvers.
One approach to estimating the number of problem solvers in an economy would be to count the number of firms solving problems. Accepting this definition, the problem solving segment would include many technological firms, such as software development companies, much of the entertainment industry, including movie production companies, and many professional firms, such as consulting companies and law firms.
3 And in fact, classifying firms in this way, we find that the portion of the economy, whether measured in GDP or number of workers, comprised of problem solving firms has grown over the past forty years.
An alternative approach, and the one undertaken in great detail here, relies on data on job classifications. We count the number of workers whose job descriptions suggest that they spend a substantial amount of time solving problems. This approach includes workers employed by firms whose primary purpose is to process information, manufacture goods, or provide services but which contain problem solving subunits. These subunits may formulate strategies, provide legal defense, determine incentives, or contemplate the restructuring of the organization. In addition, this approach excludes workers who though employed by firms which solve problems, actually provide services, process information or manufacture goods. The data show a substantial increase in the percentage of problem solvers in the economy over the last forty years.
Improvement Through Diversity
The second assumption, that heterogeneity of perspectives and heuristics explains the benefits of collections of agents, requires a more subtle motivation. There are several reasons why groups may outperform individuals. The theory presented here encompasses many of them. Consider, for example, the specialization explanation: groups are better at solving multidimensional problems because individuals can develop expertise on components of the larger problem. Our model accounts for this phenomenon -the heuristics of the agents can be constructed so as to apply to a portion of the domain, thereby mimicking specialization. We do not wish to dedicate much effort to summarizing existing theories of group performance other than to say that our assumption supports many and does not appear to conflict with others. The modest goal of this subsection is to promote the simplicity and plausibility of our second assumption: given the crucial caveat that all individuals agree on the value of outcomes, collections of agents outperform individuals partially because people see and think about the problems differently. Additional people create the opportunity for more potential solutions. These additional solutions are only possible if people differ. If all people encoded and solved problems identically, multiple heads would be no better than one. To say abstractly that diversity can be beneficial seems indisputable, but such statements in no way imply that any particular model of diversity stakes any claim to accuracy. In the case of the present model, the issue of whether it captures those aspects of diversity of thought which are most relevant to group problem solving is left to the reader's discretion.
One way to test whether our approach has merit would be to test whether groups which are more diverse according to our measure actually perform better. Empirical research using experiments with problem solving groups of varying degrees of cultural diversity (Watson, Kumar and Michaelsen 1993) find that groups consisting of more diverse individuals perform better than groups of homogeneous individuals once initial communication barriers have been overcome. If group members value outcomes differently, then diversity may be of little benefit (Chatman, Polzer,Barsade, and Neale 1997). Overall though, there seems to be a strong consensus that diverse groups perform better at problem solving. Robbins (1994) in his organizational behavior textbook says that "the evidence generally supports the conclusion that heterogeneous groups perform more effectively than do those that are homogeneous." Although these studies do not measure diversity in the same way that we do, culture plays a nontrivial role in how we interpret and approach problems. If there exists a positive correlation between cultural diversity as measured by sociologists and problem solving diversity as measured here, then these studies can be viewed as supportive of our second assumption. In fact, Thomas and Ely (1996) go so far as to say that "Diversity should be understood as the varied perspectives and approaches to work that members of different identity groups bring." The italics are theirs.
A General Model
We begin by constructing a general model of a finite group of problem solvers of limited ability attempting to maximize a given value function defined over a large but finite set of objects X (potential solutions to the problem). All problem solvers agree on the value of the objects given by a value function V : X → . The problem solvers collectively attempt to find an optimal (or satisfactory) solution to the problem.
Each problem solver consists of an internal language, a perspective, and a heuristics. A problem solver uses her internal language to represent the objects. It is denoted by Γ. Her perspective is a mapping from the objects into her internal language, and her heuristic consists of rules of thumb for moving around the space of objects in her internal language. More formally, a problem solver P is characterized by a dichotomy (M, A), where M denotes her perspective and A denotes her heuristic.
Def 'n: A perspective M of a problem solver P is a 1-1 mapping from the set of objects X to the problem solver's internal language Γ, i.e., M : 
The internal language may be interpreted at either of two levels. Neurologically, our brains perceive and store information, and these perceptions differ across individuals. Metaphorically, people interpret problems based on their training, be it as economists, lawyers, etc.. A perspective may not be defined over all of X, so the problem solver need not be able to represent all objects in her internal language. A perspective also may be many to one. More than one object are mapped to the same representation in the internal language.
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The following example illustrates the concepts of perspective and heuristic.
Example 1: a job assignment problem Suppose n workers are to be assigned to m jobs. Assume n ≥ m ≥ 2. Different assignments lead to different levels of profit. A problem solver searches for an assignment of workers to jobs that generates the highest profit.
One natural representation of this problem is a set of m×n matrices. In particular, each assignment is represented by a matrix, (a ij ) i=1,...,m;j=1,...,n where a ij = 0 or 1, and a ij = 1 if and only if worker j is assigned to job i. A heuristic on such a set of m × n matrices can be a collection of rules that specify switches of pairs of rows or pairs of columns.
A heuristic consists of rules for adapting the status quo solution in the problem solver's perception which might lead to improvement. It can be thought of as a problem solver's bag of tricks. A problem solver searches from any status quo s ∈ S in her internal language by asking, for each φ k , whether
. Two different search processes come immediately to mind. First, φ j (s) becomes a new status quo if and only if it gives the highest value 7 among all the φ k (s)'s and it has a strictly higher value than s. Second, apply the φ k to the status quo object s, the first φ k (s) that has a strictly higher value than s becomes a new status quo. The results presented in this paper do not depend on the exact search process a problem solver uses. We assume the use of this second type of sequential search process. In both cases, search stops at a solution s in the problem solver's internal language if and only if there is no further improvement by applying any of the φ k 's. The object in the original domain X that corresponds to such s is naturally called a local maximum. Specifically,
Def 'n: Given a problem solver P = (M, A) where
, consists of all the objects in X whose corresponding objects in P 's internal language are the results of applying heuristic A to the x's corresponding object in P 's internal language, i.e.,
An object x ∈ X is a local maximum of V with respect to P , denoted by x ∈ L(P, V ), if and only if
In modelling a group of problem solvers working to locate a solution to a common value function, we postulate that problem solvers have their own perspective/ heuristic pairs. In particular, if they have expertise in locating a good solution, it is incorporated in their perspective/heuristic pairs. With this postulation, a team has an advantage over individuals in reaching a better solution simply because different perspective/heuristic pairs lead to the examination of more potential solutions and thus a better final solution. Of course, different perspective/heuristic pairs do not necessarily mean that they locate different solutions. In fact, one can imagine two problem solvers with distinct perspective/heuristic pairs creating identical neighborhoods and thus the same set of local maxima. In such a case, these two problem solvers will not be of any help to each other in locating better solutions even though they differ. In later sections, we discuss in depth the issues of equivalence and diversity of problem solvers and how diversity contributes to better performance in a binary string model, a special case of our general model, where agents rely on the same internal language -binary strings -according to which they encode objects, and where heuristics are collections of flipsets. Here we present a simple example to illustrate our basic model of problem solving and the intuitive idea of why a group of heterogeneous agents can locate better solution than individual agents separately.
Example 2:
A team of city council members try to locate a solution to the following public goods provision problem: 3 public projects, {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 }, are under consideration (for example, build a subway route between downtown and the lake, clean up the lake, build a public library by the lake). The issue is which one(s), if any, of the projects to fund. There are 8 potential solutions. The net value for the city of each solution is described in the following Let's look at a possible search path of Member 1. She starts at x 0 (fund no projects) which she encodes into 000 and its value equals 0. She updates status quo string by applying her tricks sequentially, say in the order of {1}, {2},and {3}.
Applying trick {1} to the string 000 will lead her to 001 which corresponds to x 1 (fund p 1 only) and it has a value 40 which is an improvement. So she updates the status quo string to 001. She then applies trick {2} to the string 001 to get 011 which corresponds to x 2 (fund p 1 and p 2 ) with value 60. The status quo is then updated to 011. Applying trick {3} to 011 leads to 111 which corresponds to x 7 (fund all projects) and has a value 10. No updating occurs this time. She then applies trick {1} to the string 011 to get 010 which corresponds to x 2 (fund p 2 only) and has a value 20 and thus no update. Applying trick {2} to the string 011 to get 001 which corresponds to x 1 (fund p 1 only) and has a value 40 and thus again no update. Therefore, there is no improvement applying any of the three tricks to the string 011 and the search ends and the solution of such a search is x 3 (fund p 1 and p 2 ) with value 60. x 3 is a local maximum for Member 1. It is easily seen that the set of local maxima for Member 1 with (M 1 , A 1 ) is {x 3 , x 5 , x 6 } in which x 6 is the maximum of the value function. Member 1 with her perspective/heuristic pair will always end up with one of the three local maxima. The initial object and the order that the tricks are applied will determine the local optimum that is obtained.
Member 7 : fund all three projects 000
The set of local maxima for Member 2 with (M 2 , A 2 ) is {x 1 , x 6 } which differs from Member 1's set of local maxima. The maximum of the value function x 6 is in both sets. It is a general phenomenon that the maximum of a value function is contained in every problem solver's set of local maxima. x 1 is a local maximum for Member 2 for the following reasons: she encodes x 1 into 110 and x 1 has a value 40; applying trick {1, 2} gives 101 which corresponds to x 2 with value 20; applying trick {1, 3} to 110 leads to 011 which corresponds to x 4 with value 30; thus no improvement can be made through applying the two tricks that she has.
The above information tells us that if Member 1 and Member 2 work separately, either may end up with a solution that is not the best solution because their problem solving ability is confined by their respective perspective/heuristic pairs. Imagine they work as a team in the following way: Member 1 works on the problem first and locates a solution; Member 2 then joins Member 1 and they work together as one person. Without too much difficulty, one can see that this team of Member 1 and Member 2 will always be able to locate the best solution, x 6 . For example, suppose Member 1 works on the problem and gets stuck with x 5 which is one of her local maxima. Member 2 joins her and takes the solution x 5 located by Member 1. In Member 2's encoding, x 5 is 010 string. Member 2 applies trick {1, 2} to get string 001 which corresponds to x 6 with value 70 and is the best solution. Because of the different perspective/heuristic pair that Member 2 has, she is able to improve upon the solution where Member 1 got stuck.
For a group of problem solvers, an object is a local maximum if and only if it is a local maximum for each problem solver within the group. To evaluate the expected performance of an individual or a group requires a precise description of how an individual problem solver applies her heuristic and how a group of problem solvers apply their heuristics to problems. These descriptions are provided later in the paper. One way to envision the search process is as a Markov chain. Through their perspectives and heuristics, a problem solver applied to a problem creates a transition matrix: a probability of going from any object to any other object. 8 Together with a prior probability distribution over objects, the Markov process generates a probability distribution over the set of local maxima allowing for the computation of the expected value of a local maximum for a problem solver. The expected value of a group of problem solvers can be calculated similarly.
The next section contains a special case of our general model in which all problem solvers rely on the same internal language -binary strings of length n. Although binary strings may seem an odd choice, they offer two methodological advantages: they are easy to understand and they map nicely into some economic problems such as Example 2 above. The restriction to a single internal language raises the spectre of brittleness. However, the abundant neighborhood structure in the binary encoding makes our results more powerful: many of our claims rely on the construction of problem solvers whose perspective/heuristic pairs combine in interesting ways; the fact that we can generate these perspectives in a more structured environment suggests that these findings hold more generally. The robustness of the findings is discussed in more detail at the end of this paper. Moreover, a primary goal of this paper is to present a coherent model of heterogeneous boundedly rational agents solving difficult problems. The binary string model enables us to contrast problem solving, information processing, service providing, and manufacturing firms.
A Binary String Model
Hereafter, the objects are binary strings of length n, denoted by S = {0, 1}
n , and all problem solvers use the same internal language. This internal language is also binary strings of length n. Note that this does not imply that all agents encode strings identically. This construction enables the introduction of an "identity perspective" in which a problem solver encodes the objects with the identity mapping. We often use the identity perspective as a benchmark in our analysis. Each element in a string is referred to as a bit. The i-th bit of a string s is denoted by s i . A value function then maps each object into a real number denoted by V : S → .
Binary strings map nicely into many economic problems. Letting 1 denote "yes" and 0 denote "no", a binary string can denote the set of potential projects to be undertaken (Page 1996) , the group of employees assigned to a task, the attributes of a product, the cities in which a movie is released, or the magazines in which a particular advertisement is going to run.
Each problem solver has a perspective, which is her internal encoding of the objects as binary strings.
Def 'n: A perspective M : S → S is one-to-one and onto.
In this definition, the set S describes both the domain and the range of the mapping M . As domain, S represents the set of objects. As the range, S represents the objects in the problem solver's internal language. To avoid confusion, we refer to the object 00, for example, as object string 00, and if M (00) = 11, we refer to 11 as the M -string 11.
An algorithm consists of a finite set of instructions (Knuth 1968) . Given that the number of strings is finite, an algorithm could list a different instruction for each string and still satisfy this definition. We rely on a more restrictive notion. We restrict attention to search rules defined independently of the string. For example, in the case of binary strings of length three, a heuristic might consist of the following three rules which generate, for each string, neighboring strings to be evaluated:
1. flip the first two bits 2. flip the first and last bits 3. flip all three bits
The neighbors of the string 000 would be 011, 101, and 111. 9 Similarly, the neighbors of the string 001 would be 010, 100, and 110. We formalize this idea as 9 In the binary encoding bits are numbered from right to left. Flipping the first bit of the string 000 gives 001. 
It is straightforward to show that the binary operation of composition in the set of flipsets is both associative and commutative. We define a class of flipset heuristics as follows. Let m ≥ 1.
Def 'n:
In this framework, the heuristic which tests to see whether flipping any individual bit would improve can be described by the collection of flipsets, A E = {φ The elementary heuristic can also be defined for subsets of the set of bits. This becomes important when a heuristic does not apply to the entire domain, such as when a large problem is broken down into subproblems. We shall say that two problem solvers are equivalent if their perspectives and heuristics generate identical neighborhood structure on the set of objects.
Def 'n: Let P 1 = (M 1 , A 1 ) and P 2 = (M 2 , A 2 ). P 1 and P 2 are equivalent if for any
Two problem solvers may have different perspectives and different heuristics but still are of no help to each other if the neighborhood structure generated by their respective perspective/heuristic pairs is the same. On the other hand, given any object, if the two problem solvers have very different neighboring objects, there is more chance that one problem solver can help to improve upon a local maximum of the other problem solver. Thus, we measure the diversity of two problem solvers by the average number of objects that belong to only one person's neighborhood.
Remark 1 Two problem solvers P 1 and P 2 are equivalent iff ∆(P 1 , P 2 ) = 0.
A group of problem solvers, {P 1 , ..., P a } where
We illustrate some of these concepts with Example 2 in Section 3. The two city council members are denoted by P 1 = (M 1 , A 1 ) for Member 1 and P 2 = (M 2 , A 2 ) for Member 2. Using the binary string model, M 1 and M 2 are described below, A 1 = {{1}, {2}, {3}} and A 2 = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}}. For notational convenience, we identify the binary strings by integers using the standard mapping. In what follows, s denotes a binary string as well as its corresponding integer. s) )| in the table below. We conclude that these two problem solvers are maximally diverse.
Equivalence
Though we differentiate problem solvers along two dimensions, we do not rule out the possibility of two problem solvers with different perspectives and heuristics generating the same neighborhood structure. In this section, we formally define an equivalence relation on perspective/heuristic pairs. We derive three theorems that taken together establish the following two facts: First, in the binary string model, perspectives permit greater flexibility than heuristics; this further highlights the significance of explicitly allowing for different perspectives. Second, we find an enormous number of equivalence classes. This second observation legitimizes the premise of this paper, that individuals solve problems differently. The results require substantial mathematical preliminaries. Here we introduce a minimal amount of notation so that we can state and interpret our results. We leave the detailed discussion for Appendix 2. Recall that n is the length of binary strings in our model, and m is the size of a flipset heuristic (A = {φ 1 , . .., φ m }). We place no other restrictions except that m ≤ 2 n − 1 (this has to hold because we assumed implicitly that all flipsets in A are different). Here, we consider the case where m ≤ n so that we can use the elementary heuristic as our benchmark. Let 1 ≤ m ≤ n. Given a flipset heuristic A = {φ 1 , ..., φ m }, and K a subset of {1, 2, ..., m}, we can define the flips within K.
Def 'n: Given a heuristic
Note that φ K (s) doesn't depend on the order in which the flipsets are applied. The span of a set of flipsets equals the set of all strings which can be generated from the null string s 0 by applying flipsets individually and in combination.
Def 'n:
The
The claim that follows uses the elementary heuristic as a benchmark to view equivalence. Claim ?? implies that perspectives are at least as flexible as heuristics. Any problem solver, no matter the perspective and heuristic as long as the span of the heuristic has the full m-dimensions, can be looked upon as another problem solver with a possibly different perspective and a simple heuristic which is an elementary heuristic defined for a hyperplane of S.
Claim 1 A perspective/heuristic pair (M, A) is equivalent to (M , A

Claim 2 There exist a perspective M and a K ⊆ {1, 2, ..., n} with |K| = m s.t. (M, A K E ) is not equivalent to (I, A) for any heuristic A.
We argued earlier that problem solvers not only use different search rules but also represent problems differently. In our binary string model, Claims ?? and ?? together imply that differences in perspectives fundamentally enlarge the set of possible ways to solve a problem. If we believe that individuals represent problems differently, we believe then that the number of ways of solving a problem exceeds the number of different search rules.
Claim ?? suggests a lower bound on the number of equivalence classes of all problem solvers.
Claim 3 The number of equivalence classes is at least
When n is large, this lower bound becomes astronomical, demonstrating the enormous number of ways for people to encode and attempt to solve problems even when restricted to binary strings.
Optimality Through Diversity
In this section, we discuss our results on diversity and optimality. The three claims below demonstrate how diversity among individual agents of limited ability can lead to optimal collective solutions. Here we must be careful as to what we mean by collective solutions. There are two possible interpretations. In the first, we imagine the problem as existing in the economy at large. It may be something concrete like designing a mousetrap or something abstract like teaching calculus. Each agent sees the current existing solution and attempts to improve upon it. If the agent makes an improvement, she earns the rents accruing from the increase in value. In this interpretation, there are no problems with incentives or communication. Recall that all agents have the same value function.
In the second interpretation, agents belong to a firm. Here the agents work together to solve a problem within their organization. Within the firm, there is a possibility of incentive problems, differences in values of solutions, and communication problems, since ideas need not be actualized. These caveats notwithstanding, our findings suggest that firms, by focusing diverse skills on common problems, can enable agents of limited abilities to locate optimal solutions to difficult problems. Thus, firms might be thought of as devices for coordinating the attention of agents.
We shall dichotomize the notion of diversity along the perspective and heuristic dimensions. Our first claim states that there exists a perspective such that the elementary heuristic has a unique local maximum, namely the global maximum. Thus, for any problem there exists a way of viewing the problem, a perspective, such that the simple rule of thumb, of flipping individual bits, locates the optimal solution.
Claim 4 For any function V such that V (s) = V (s ) for any s = s , there exits an M such that | L((M, A E ), V ) |= 1. (Recall from Section 3 that L((M, A E ), V ) denotes the set of local maxima of the problem solver (M, A E ).) pf: We can order the strings according to their values under
We next construct the linear function V L as follows:
We can also order the strings according to their value under
. Define the perspective M as follows: M (s j ) =ŝ j for j equal 1 to 2 n . Choose an object string s ∈ L((M, A E ), V ). It suffices to show that M (s) i = 1 for i equal 1 to n. The proof proceeds by contradiction. Suppose that there exists an
The result of Claim ?? suggests the possibility that a potential employee can locate an optimal solution to a difficult problem confronting a firm. Moreover, she need not be particularly advanced in the heuristic she employs, so long as she has the right perspective. A second implication, the one we shall stress here, is that diversity of perspectives can lead to location of the global optimum.
At first blush, this would appear to make the categorization of the difficulty of a function problematic: all functions are easy for someone. Yet, upon reflection, one recognizes that measuring the difficulty of a function depends upon the perspective of a problem solver.
We next consider the case where all agents rely on the same perspective but use different heuristics. We state two claims here. The first states that with enough diversity in heuristics, the optimal solution to a problem can always be guaranteed.
Claim 5 Given a value function V and a common perspective M , there exists a set of problem solvers possessing different heuristics which locate the optimal solution irrespective of the starting point.
pf: Let each agent's set of heuristic consist of a single flip set. Assume that there are 2 n − 1 number of agents and each possesses a unique heuristic. The result follows.
The proof above is somewhat unsatisfying in that it relies on checking every possible solution. We now prove a stronger result which borrows results from Page (1995 Page ( ,1996 . He constructs two measures of difficulty for functions defined over binary strings based upon cover theory. The first of these measures, cover size, captures the difficulty of solving a problem in parallel. The second measure, ascent size, captures the difficulty of solving a problem using a hillclimbing (or ascent) algorithm. The second of these measures is more appropriate for the analysis considered here. Essentially, a problem has an ascent size of one for a perspective iff the elementary heuristic has a unique local optimum which is the global optimum. It has an ascent size of two iff the global optimum is located as long as the combined set of heuristics contains all individual bit flips and all pairs of bit flips. An ascent size of k means that a collection of agents whose flipsets contain all sets of k bits or less will locate the optimal solution.
A problem is considered easy if the ascent size equals one and difficult as the ascent size approaches n, the number of bits.
10 Thus, ascent size can be interpreted roughly as the appropriateness of a perspective. The smaller the ascent size, the better the perspective for the function.
Claim 6 If a function V has an ascent size of k given the perspective M , then an upper bound on the minimal number of problem solvers with n flipsets and the common perspective M is given by
n where x is the least integer greater than x pf: By assumption the problem has an ascent size of k. Therefore, the only local optimum relative to flips of k bits or less is the global optimum. The number of flipsets of size k or less equals: The reason that m k is an upper bound is that not all of the flipsets may be necessary. Some subset of flipsets may be sufficient to locate the optimum. An implication of the claim is that as problems become harder more problems solvers are needed to guarantee locating the optimum.
Problem Solving Firms
In Section 2, we presented data showing an increasing number of people who solve problems as part of their work. A natural question to ask is whether constant, decreasing, or increasing marginal returns would hold for problem solving firms. Any insights into how the expected value of local optima located by a group of problem solvers varies with the number of problem solvers in the group would be of economic importance.
Although casual intuition suggests that problem solving would yield decreasing returns to additional problem solvers, several provocative insights emerge from our analysis which lead us to question such a conclusion. First, we find that any "production" function is possible. By this we mean, given any nondecreasing function f defined over a finite set of integers, we can construct a value function and a group of problem solvers that generate f when sequentially applied. Second, we can construct value functions and problem solvers of equal ability who generate both increasing and decreasing returns to scale depending upon the order that they are applied to the problem. That two individuals have equal ability means that the expected value of local optima reached by either of the individuals alone is the same.
These results establish the possibility of these phenomena but do not address their likelihood. In this way, they are similar to the findings of Sonnenschein (1973) , Mantel (1974) , and Debreu (1974) that show the possibility of any aggregate excess demand function. To generate their results, they manipulate income effects. We manipulate local optima and the basins of attraction of the various problem solvers to construct similarly counterintuitive results. Our results, though nonstandard, should not be interpreted negatively. Instead, they should be seen as suggestive that problem solving has less regularity than manufacturing. To generate decreasing returns to adding problem solvers, we derive one set of sufficient conditions. It requires that a priori none of the problem solvers has any insight into the problem at hand. Such an assumption runs counter to basic economic intuition. To remain in existence, problem solving firms must confront problems for which their employees have some expertise. Within the context of our model this expertise takes the form of perspective/heuristic pairs for which the set of local optima is small and of high average value. Unfortunately, problem specific knowledge creates the possibility for interesting irregular phenomena such as those that we prove exist below: anything can happen; order can determine the returns to additional workers. Again, we want to be careful not to over interpret our findings. We feel that some confidence can be attached to the idea that problem solving firms have less regularity in their marginal products of labor. Whereas a producer of automobiles knows with great precision how many additional cars are produced if additional workers are hired, a software development firm or a movie studio, has less certainty in the value added from adding problem solvers.
Group Problem Solving
For problem solving firms, the goal is to locate solutions with the highest values. Given a value function, we measure the output of a problem solving firm consisting of a group of problem solvers by the expected value of local optima for the group. This performance measurement depends on the way we model how each individual searches for a solution and how a group works together to search for a solution. We first look at individuals. Each problem solver applies her flipsets sequentially. Any time she obtains an improvement, she updates the status quo. Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3: If t > m and s t−m = s t then go to Step 6 else go to Step 4 Step 4: Let a = a + 1. If a > m then let a = 1
Step 5:
Step 6:
Def 'n: The expected value of local optima for problem solver P = (M, A), where
A = {φ 1 , φ 2 , ..., φ m }, is E[V : P ] = E[V (A σ (s, M )) : s ∈ S, σ ∈ Σ({1, 2, .
.., m})]
where s and σ are drawn independently according to uniform distributions on S and Σ({1, 2, ..., m}) respectively.
When a group of problem solvers work together, they could apply their heuristics sequentially or simultaneously. Either case results in path dependence of outcomes except in special cases such as unique local optima. Though path dependence implies that different rules may yield different expected values, the rule chosen does not appear to be that important qualitatively for our purposes. The claims below hold for several alternative and equally plausible descriptions of group behavior. For mathematical convenience, we assume that a group of problem solvers act sequentially. The first problem solver applies her heuristic until reaching a local maximum. The second problem solver then joins the first problem solver. Together, the two act as a single problem solver. When that subgroup has located a local maximum, the next problem solver joins, and the three act as a single problem solver.
Let {P j } i j=1 where i > 1 be a group of problem solvers. For each j ∈ {1, ..., i}, Step 1: a = 0, t = 0, s = s
Step 2: t = t + 1, s t = s
Step 3: If t > l and s t−l = s t then go to Step 6 else go to Step 4
Step 4: a = a + 1 if a > l then a = 1
Step 6: Outcome = s . End.
In the following definition, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ i, σ k ∈ Σ(I k ) where Σ(I k ) denotes the set of permutations on I k and I k = ∪ k j=1 {j1, ..., jm j }, and U σ k k (s) denotes the outcome of the search by problem solvers applying {φ σ k (11) 
Def 'n: The expected value of local optima for the group of problem solvers
where s and σ k 's are drawn independently according to uniform distributions on S and Σ(I k )'s respectively.
By defining group problem solving in this way, we can compute the marginal value of adding problem solvers, in standard economic language, the marginal product of problem solvers (MPPS). Given our assumption that problem solvers differ, no general MPPS exists per se. Each problem solver creates her own increase to total product which depends upon the other problem solvers hired previously. Formally we would have to write MPPS(i, J), where i is the problem solver, and J is the set of problem solvers previously hired. To keep notation at a minimum, we shall speak of returns to adding problem solvers when discussing MPPS(i, J).
Returns to Additional Problem Solvers
Our next claim states that we can find a group of employees and a value function such that if the employees are hired in one order the returns to additional problem solvers are decreasing, and if they are hired in another order, the returns to additional problem solvers are increasing. This would not be a surprising result if the problem solvers differed in their abilities. Hiring smarter (dumber) workers first would create decreasing (increasing) returns. However, in our result, all problem solvers have equal ability as measured by their expected value of local maxima.
There are several ways to cast this counter-intuitive result. We first provide an example where order matters. In this example, each new worker can escape one of the local optima. The order determines where the former local optima go. In one order, the former local optima lie in the basin of attraction of the optimal object which has a drastically higher value. Therefore, the returns to additional workers are linear. In another order the former local optima lie in the basins of attraction of local optima with only slightly higher values. In this case, the returns to additional problem solvers are small until the last problem solver is added. The return to the last problem solver is very large, so the returns to scale increase.
Example: n = 6, the number of problem solvers m = 22. All problem solvers use the elementary heuristic but they have different perspectives. All but 23 strings have values equal to zero. We denote these by x i for i = 0 to 22. The value of x 0 is 1 and the value of string x i is i · for i = 1 to 22 where is a very small but positive number. The strings with exactly three ones, of which there are twenty, play a prominent role in this example. Let s 3 k where k = 2 to 21 denote these twenty strings. We write problem solver 22's perspective as follows:
Problem solver j for j = 1 to 21 has the perspective:
We can construct the following probability table for reaching the x i 's Probability of Local Optimum (over 640) a = either 24 or 25 below
Consider the order P 1 ,P 2 . There is only a small increase until problem solver 22 is added at which point there is a huge increase. Therefore, the returns to additional workers are increasing. If the order is changed to P 22 ,P 21 then there is a large "linear" increase with the addition of each worker. The returns to additional workers is approximately constant.
We can now state the formal claim. The proof is constructive. Here the example differs in that the different problem solvers get rid of different numbers of local optima. Each former local optima is mapped into the global optimum.
Claim 7 For any
, a value function V defined on binary strings of length n, and σ, σ , two elements of the permutation group on {1, ..., m}, such that (i),(ii), and (iii) hold: The domain of the value function consists of 2 n object strings. Let one object string have a value of 1, 2n objects have a value of -1 and all other object strings have a value of -2. Assume that every problem solver uses the elementary heuristic. The perspectives for the agents are as follows. Let x 1 through x 2n denote the 2n object strings with value -1 and x 0 denote the object string of value 1. Let s 0 denote the string of all zeroes. We assume that all agents encode x 0 as s 0 . Let s 1i for i = 1 to n denote the n strings with exactly one bit whose value is not equal to 1, and let s 0j for j = 1 to n denote the n strings with exactly one bit whose value is not 0. The key to the proof is to notice that the s 0j 's lie in the basin of attraction of the optimal string s 0 , while the s 1i 's are local optima with respect to the elementary heuristic.
In each of the m problem solver's perspective, these 2n strings denote the 2n object strings of value -1. The perspectives only differ in their mappings from the x i 's to the s 1i 's and the s 0j 's. Define the perspective of the mth problem solver as follows:
In the case of m = 5, the globally optimal object, x 0 and the ten objects In what follows, each problem solver has the same local optima which have value -2. They affect the expected value in exactly the same way for each problem solver and each group of problem solvers. For ease of exposition, we don't keep track of them specifically.
We need one more piece of notation. For k = 1 to m − 1, let Σ k be the sum of the integers from 1 through k. Define the perspective of problem solver 1 as follows:
the group consisting of problem solvers 1 and 5, the set of local optima for the group is reduced by two. And when problem solver 3 is added to the group consisting of problem solvers 1,2, and 5, the set of local optima for the group is reduced by three. Note that the reduction of each such local optimum increases the expected value by the same amount. Denote this amount by δ. Obviously δ > 0. If the order in which problem solvers are added to the group is 5,1,2,3,4, then the expected value of adding problem solver i equals i · δ. So, we have increasing returns to adding problem solvers. But by construction, if the order in which the problem solvers are added to the group is 5,4,3,2,1, then the expected value of adding problem solver i is still i · δ and we have decreasing returns to adding problem solvers. All that remains to see is that the expected value of local optima for each problem solver is the same. But this follows immediately by construction. We omit the proof of the claim for a general m as it follows the m = 5 case exactly.
The next claim states that for any nondecreasing function defined over the first m integers there exist a value function, a set of problem solvers of equal ability and an order which generates the function. This implies that arbitrary returns to adding problem solvers are possible even if the problem solvers have equal ability. 
. We define n as follows:
The construction of the value function is very similar to that used in the proof of Claim ??. The domain of the value function consists of 2 n object strings. As before, let s 0 denote the string of all 0's, s 1 denote the string of all 1's, s 1i 's for i = 1, ..., n denote n strings with exactly one bit 0, and s 0j 's for j = 1, ..., n denote n strings with exactly one bit 1. For each object string s, we define the value function V : S → as follows:
As before, we denote object strings s 1i 's for i = 1, ..., n by x 1 through x n and object strings s 0j 's for j = 1, ..., n by x n+1 through x 2n . By the definition of the value function V above, V (x i ) = −1 for i = 1 to 2n. The m problem solvers we are going to define all use the elementary heuristic. Their perspectives differ only in the way they encode object strings x 1 through x 2n . They are defined below.
For each problem solver k = 1, ..., m, the set of local optima consists of s 0 and s 1i 's for i = 1, ..., n, strings here are M k -strings. By simple calculation, the probability of the search ending at a given s 1i is 1 2n
and the probability of the search ending at s 0 is 1 2
.. Therefore, we have E[V :
. A straightforward calculation shows that the expected value of a local optima for problem solvers 1 and 2 equals 0 +
Maximally Difficult Functions
The previous results rely on constructive proofs. As we pointed out earlier, they demonstrate the possibility of irregularity in marginal products of labor in problem solving but they do not indicate the likelihood of such phenomena. It follows immediately from the proof of the claim above that a group of maximally diverse problem solvers do better on a maximally difficult problem than another group with the same feature except that problem solvers are not maximally diverse. This states that on average maximally diverse groups perform better. It does not imply that they always do better as evidenced by the following example.
Example: Consider the following value function V : {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} → :
20 60 80 50 40 30 70 90
Suppose that there are two groups of agents trying to locate the maximum of the value function. Let group a consist of P 1 and P 2 and group b consist of P 3 and P 4 , where P 1 = (I, A 1 ), P 2 = (I, A 2 ), P 3 = (I, A E ), and P 4 = (I, A 4 ). Let A 1 = {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}}, A 2 = {{3}, {1, 2}, {2, 3}}, and A 4 = {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2}, {2, 3}}. Given these perspectives and heuristics of the agents, it can easily been verified that (1) (P 1 , P 2 ) = 4 and (P 3 , P 4 ) = 6, so that group b is maximally diverse but group a is not; (2) Group a (P 1 and P 2 together) can always locate the global maximum; (3) Group b (P 3 and P 4 together) can not always locate the global maximum, for example, the object string 2 (which has a value of 80) is a local maximum for both P 3 and P 4 . Therefore, E[V :
To summarize, if, on average, agents have no insights into problems they try to solve, their average performance can be represented by their performance on solving a maximally difficult function. This makes little economic sense. People sort into professions according to their abilities. Thus, problem solvers should have some insight, intuition, or experience which enables them to perceive problems and choose heuristics which outperform random draws. Therefore, the problems they attack should not be maximally difficult for them. Moreover, the problems should not be easy either. Problem solvers should not be so intelligent as to be able to locate optimal solutions to problems single handedly. The problems of most relevance to our analysis should belong to the interesting "in between". Non difficult problems can be solved using calculus and maximally difficult problems can be solved using probability and measure theory. When a problem is difficult, but has some exploitable structures, mathematical models are more difficult to construct.
Discussion
In this paper we have constructed a model of economic agents of diverse problem solving behavior. The model distinguishes between perspectives, how people encode problems, and heuristics, how they go about trying to solve them. We have concentrated on a binary string model within this general framework. Using the binary string model, we show the benefit of explicitly modelling perspectives: adding perspectives significantly enlarges the possibility for diversity. Our finding -that diversity leads to optimality -should delight many economists. Collectively agents of limited ability can solve very difficult problems. We also show that the path to optimality may not possess much regularity vis a vis the returns. We demonstrate the possibility of arbitrary returns to adding workers of equal ability, and the possibility of both increasing and decreasing returns to additional workers with the same set of equalability workers. Taken together these results suggest a lack of regularity in returns to adding problem solvers. Empirically, we may expect to see problem solving firms having greater variation in performance.
One obvious question to ask is what happens on average. Would not the local nonconvexities average out? Moreover, doesn't simple logic argue that eventually the returns to additional problem solvers diminish? The second question is valid but moot. By the time a firm can be certain that additional problem solvers will make no improvements, the firm has probably already hired too many. The first question requires a careful answer. Firms producing software, movies, consulting reports, drugs, and legal cases may not have many discrete outputs. Averaging may be over only one or two instances. If so, the implications of our findings stand. The implication being that if a firm solves big problems rarely, then anything could happen. If the firm solves many small problems, some averaging may occur. However, if the problems are similar, people obtain credit according to where they are in the hierarchy.
The interpretations so far have been limited to human problem solvers. Yet, the perspective/heuristic framework can equally well be applied to artificial problem solvers, such as computers. The mapping between our heuristics and computer algorithms is obvious. Further, computer searches rely on perspectives. To apply an algorithm to a problem, the problem must be encoded into a language that is natural for the computer. Two distinct computer algorithms may use identical or unique encoding. In carrying out this mental exercise of modelling computers within our framework, a difference between humans and computers becomes evident. Humans possess common languages and enormous powers of visual interpretation which simplify communication. If people differ in their perspectives, and there would appear to be little basis for supposing that we all encode information identically, then the ability to immediately encode visual stimuli offers an opportunity for the exploitation of this diversity. For computers, the use of diverse perspectives can be problematic. When a new best object is located by one computer, in order for the other computer to be informed of the object's identity, a look-up table must be consulted. This look-up table translates the object from one encoding into the other. Each look-up demands nontrivial computer time unless the encoding are related by some simple formula.
11
A potential criticism of the theoretical results contained in this paper is that they are formulated in a binary string model and not in a more general framework. A detailed examination of the proofs supports the generalizability of these results. In order to generate the possibility of any monotonically increasing function as the total returns to problem solvers, the local optima of the various problem solvers must have basins of attraction which overlap in a particular way. This can be accomplished with any type of encoding. The same is true of the finding that order matters. Thus, the results are in fact quite general. In fact, we have proven them for arbitrary symmetric graphs. Binary strings happen to provide a convenient language for presenting the idea.
The current model is by no means complete. We offer it with the intention of spurring future research. Several extensions are apparent. In its present form the model does not allow for differences in the problem solvers' preferences over outcomes. These differences may stem from different incentives. One problem solver may not like a particular solution because he must work hard in that situation, or they may be the result of different beliefs about an uncertain world. In either case, differences of opinion introduce a cost to increasing group size. Similarly, were we to include the possibility of miscommunication, this might bound the effective size of a group. Miscommunication might also offer an occasional improvement by dislodging search from local optima. Such modifications in the present model may enable us to generate insights about a variety of interesting questions including optimal group size as a function of problem difficulty. 11 If one encoding can be changed to another using a shortcut, then the analysis of this paper suggests that in fact the second encoding heuristic pair is probably equivalent to the first encoding with some other heuristic. Also, note that another difference between human and artificial problem solvers stems from the endogeneity of perspectives and heuristics. Humans may have almost no flexibility in their choice of perspectives and only limited range over their choice of heuristics.
Appendix 1
In this appendix, we describe the sources of our data on the job classification of the workforce in years 1950, 1970 and 1992 and list in detail jobs that we categorize under the heading problem solvers.
The Following is the list of jobs we include in the category of problem solvers:
• Problem Solvers In this appendix, we shall prove the three claims in Section 5 regarding equivalence. A more detailed characterization of combining flipsets is required. If A = {φ 1 , . .., φ m } and K = {1, 3, 4}, then φ K represents a flipset created by applying φ 1 , followed by φ 3 , and finally φ 4 . For example, if φ i = {i, i + 1}, then applying φ {1,3,4} to a string amounts to flipping the first and the second bits and then flipping the third and the fourth bits followed by flipping fourth and fifth bits. The strings are defined over a binary alphabet, so flipping the fourth bit twice is equivalent to not flipping it at all. Thus, φ {1,3,4} = {1, 2, 3, 5}. To take into account the fact that flipping a bit an even number of times is the same as not flipping the bit, we define the operator ⊕. To prove Claim ??, we only need to show the following two lemmas. We claim that there does not exist a heuristic A s.t. (I, A) is equivalent to (M, A E ). The object string 0 and the object strings 1, 2, and 4 are mapped into themselves under the perspective M . Strings 1,2, and 4 are the neighbors of string 0 using the elementary heuristic. Therefore, if (I, A) is equivalent to (M, A E ), the neighbors of object string 0 must be object strings 1,2, and 4, and A must be the elementary heuristic. But I and the elementary heuristic together is not equivalent to (M, A E ).
Lemma 1 (I,
For each problem to be solved, we can look at the number of equivalence classes among all the problem solvers. Claim ?? helps us to establish a lower bound on the number of equivalence classes. 
